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Open Science is the movement to 
make scientific research and data 
accessible to all. It includes practices 
such as publishing open 
scientific research, campaigning for 
open access and generally making it 
easier to publish and

communicate scientific knowledge.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_science

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_science
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• Increases visibility, usage, and impact of research.
•
• Fuels innovation, discovery, and progress.

• Allows researchers to retain control over their 
publications.

• Allows researchers to use derivatives of their own 
work freely.

• The Public gets a better return on its investment 
(results of publicly funded research are freely 
accessible and not behind costly barriers).

• Promotes knowledge and free expression as a public 
good.

• Supports global mission of teaching and learning.

• Offers potential savings for libraries and Institutions.

• Creates free market forces and competition for 
publishers.

Benefits of Open Science for Research Community  and Society



Clarivate believes that open science/open research initiatives 
will help science be more efficient, improve research 
outcomes, and establish public confidence in science.  

As a producer of publisher neutral resources, we are uniquely 
positioned to provide data and services to help institutions 

meet the goals of open science initiatives. 

Our goal is to help institutions comply with funding mandates, 
measure impacts, and improve research efficiency. 
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Clarivate’s Open 
Science Ecosystem 

▪ Supporting your Open 
Science initiatives, 
with publisher neutral, 
reliable and trusted data

▪ Clarivate provides a 
comprehensive set of 
interconnected solutions 
covering  different aspects 
of open science 
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OPEN SCIENCE

Web of Science
helps you to find full text 
from quality Open Access 
journals and measure the 

impact of your 
institution’s investment in 

Open Access.

EndNote Click
Single click access to full text via both 

subscription content and Open Access.

Master Journal List
A searchable list of Web of Science journals, containing submission, Open Access 

and peer review data.

Data Citation Index
Providing quick access to 

research data. We are also 
DataCite members, and 

endorse the Force 11 joint 
declaration on data citation.

Publons
provides a free  profile 

solution for 
researchers and 

reviewers. It is also 
pioneering the 

Transparent Peer 
Review.

VIVO Services
We are a corporate 
sponsor of VIVO, an 
Open Source web 

application used to 
showcase institutions.

InCites B & A
Allows benchmarking and analysis of Open 

Access performance.

Journal Citation Reports
information on Journal`s type and 

proportion of Open Access

Open Access 
publications 

Open data
Open source 

code
Open peer 

review
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Publisher neutral, reliable, trustworthy data

Our data powers national 
assessment and evaluation 
exercises, including UK (REF), 
Norway and Australia, 
providing a reliable baseline 
for measuring a core aspect of 
research performance.

• Comprehensive and 
transparent curation and 
selection criteria for 
high-quality research, equally 
applicable for all OA journals

• See selection details here

• See our Master Journal List
transparent content detail

Web of Science Core Collection 

https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/solutions/webofscience-core-collection-editorial-selection-process/
https://mjl.clarivate.com/home
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Evolution of Open Access Identification in the Web of Science
Direct access to full text for the best available, legal, peer-reviewed OA content
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2014

• Clarivate starts 
tagging OA 
Publications in the 
DOAJ Journals

• Incomplete:  limited 
to Gold 

• 2 M Records  
identified (Core 
Collection only)

2017

• Clarivate 
partners with 
Impactstory (now 
Our Research)  -
providing a 
generous grant

2018

• Complete OA 
identfication on 
the whole Web of 
Science platform

• Legal, published, 
accepted and 
submitted green, 
free-to-read 
content identified 
along with DOAJ 
and hybrid Gold

2021

• >18M OA 
Records 
identified on the
Web of Science 
Platform

• Full OA metrics 
added to InCites 
B&A and Journal 
Citation Reports



Open Access Types 
in Web of Science 

9https://webofscience.help.clarivate.com/en-us/Content/open-access.html
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Web of Science:
Open Access Growth 

• Number and share of Open 
Access publications are
constantly increasing in Web of 
Science. 

• By exporting the data, you can 
use other applications to 
produce bespoke analysis and 
customised charts that you 
need for your reports.



Clarivate’s Open Science Ecosystem 
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New Web of Science

Analyze Results provides an easy way 
to see a picture of Open Access within 
a topic, an organisation, a funder, and 
mote. Trends over time can also be 
seen.

Simply refine your results to get the 
documents you want to analyse and 
select the “Open Access” option.

This example is the breakdown of 
France’s Open Access publications 
over the past 10 years.

Both the visualization and the tabular 
data can be download for use in 
reports or further analysis.
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EndNote Click

Getting to the Full Text and Open 
Access information.

EndNote Click one click to the best 
available PDF, at your point of need, 
based on your library’s subscription.

Free browser plug-in.

One click access to Full Text.

Integrates with your library 
holdings.

Currently used by over 750 
thousand researchers worldwide.
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Data Citation Index

Clarivate develops the Data 
Citation Index (DCI) – a pioneering 
initiative to support Open Data.

2012: DCI is launched on the Web 
of Science platform.

The challenge: Open Data in repositories
Enormous variation in searchability and data structure
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Data Citation Index

More that 90% of DCI content is 
openly accessible.

We encourage anyone hosting a data repository to 
submit it for coverage, please send details to:

repository.submission@clarivate.com

• Supports the discoverability of Open Data

• The Data Citation Index is the only citation index covering data sets, 
studies, repositories and software

• In addition to the citations provided by the repository, we include 
citations from articles in Web of Science.

• Supports FAIR data sharing and the FORCE 11 Joint declaration on 
data citation, as well as DataCite citation guidelines.

• For a full list of repositories, Search our Master Repository List
(updated quarterly)

As of March 2022
data from 443 repositories
12.3M datasets
1.4M data studies 
265K software

mailto:repository.submission@clarivate.com
https://www.force11.org/datacitation/endorsements
https://datacite.org/
https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/master-data-repository-list/?utm_source=false&utm_medium=false&utm_campaign=false
https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/solutions/webofscience-data-citation-index/
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Data Citation Index

Read the whitepaper:
“Recommended practices to 
promote scholarly data citation and 
tracking”

Consult the DCI Descriptive 
Document here:

https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2019/08/Crv_WOS_Whitepaper_DCI_web.pdf
https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/solutions/webofscience-data-citation-index/


Open data in Data 
Citation Index

As a result, improved records for 
Repositories, Data Studies, Data 
Sets and Software are added to 
the Data Citation Index.

The DCI spans from 1900 and 
includes all available citation data

The DCI provides access to over
12.3  Milions Data Sets and Data 
Studies coming from 443 
repositories. 

•Over 95% of the repositories in 
the DCI provide free access to
open content. 
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Journal Citation 
Reports (JCR)

After a redesign in 2018 to provide 
a Journal Profile and promote 
responsible metrics, JCR now has a 
new interface which offers easier 
workflows and metrics beyond 
Journal Impact Factor.

We also provide filtering by Open 
Access and clear Open Access 
status indicators on the profiles.

The new UI has enhanced the 
Open Access Profiles, showing 
items and citations to those items, 
broken down by type of access .
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Master Journal List

The Master Journals List with 
added wide range of search filters 
enable users to quickly navigate 
24,000+ journals across 254 
subject disciplines.

Open Access status based upon 
Directory of Open Access Journals
is also available.

Journal profile pages provide a 
more comprehensive view of a 
journal, with information on 
journal metrics, peer review 
details, open access information, 
and more.
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InCites B&A

Open Access status available 
across the Web of Science 
platform, is also included in 
InCites, with 18 indicators. 

This makes it possible to analyse 
Open Access of all types: Gold or 
Free-to-read (from a publisher's 
website) and Green (e.g., author 
self-archived in a repository).

OA Filters and new Visualizations
are also available. 

The Open Access data is included 
in exports and are in the APIs.
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Publons

Over the past 2 years Publons has 
linked up with a number of 
publishers, to put into place the 
first automated, scalable 
transparent peer review workflow.

The model…

Is scalable and robust

Requires minimal work from the 
publisher

Is a simple process for researchers

Provides reviewers, authors and 
editors  a 360° view of their 
contribution

Is GDPR compliant
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VIVO

Research producing organisations 
can publicly and openly display 
their contributions using research 
portals partly fed by Web of 
Science data. 

Research portals can be built by 
organisations, or can be open 
source, such as VIVO.

The Web of Science group is a 
certified VIVO partner.

https://clarivatevivo.com/

https://clarivatevivo.com/


OA publications
Impact

Number of publications in Open 
Access mode is constantly 
increasing. In 2021 in Web of Science 
there was 44.7% papers tagged as 
OA documents with in that 26% was 
marked as Gold OA.

Publishing in Open Access correlates 
with higher Citation Impact. Average
numer of citations per document
published between 2012-2021 
equals 13.5 with Normalized Citation
Impact 1.32

Same set of indicators for non- open 
access publiscation has lower values
of Citation Impact 7.37 and CNCI 
0.83

23

Non-Open Access

Open Access



Trend analysis for 
various types of Open 
Access
The Open Access information in 
Web of Science and InCites 
contains all types of Open Access 
for a given publication. 

This new visualisation in InCites 
allows to assess and compare the 
OA types and output over time. 

With InCites wide indicators menu 
you can assess which OA model is
the most popular and impactful.
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% Documents Cited Citation Impact 
% International 
Collaborations 

Category Normalized 
Citation Impact 

Total 62.29% 9.47 19.61% 0.97

Gold 72% 9.13 23.40% 0.9

Gold Hybrid 79.47% 16.53 33.70% 1.45

Green Only 86.33% 18.76 35.14% 1.49

Non-Open Access 55.44% 7.37 15.66% 0.83



Global Open Science Initiatives
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Open Access 
Mandates

Open Access (OA) mandates 
generally come from one of two 
directions: some are imposed by 
funders and others are imposed by 
authors’ institutions. 

The Registry of Open Access 
Repository Mandates and Policies 
(ROARMAP) is a searchable 
international registry charting the 
growth of open access mandates 
and policies adopted by universities, 
research institutions and research 
funders that require or request their 
researchers to provide open access 
to their peer-reviewed research 
article output by depositing it in an 
open access repository.
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http://roarmap.eprints.org//

http://roarmap.eprints.org/


Funders and 
Open Access –
Plan S

Supported by cOAlition S, an 
international consortium of 
research funding and performing 
organizations. 

Plan S requires that, from 2021, 
scientific publications that result 
from research funded by public 
grants must be published in 
compliant Open Access journals 
or platforms.
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https://www.coalition-s.org/

https://www.coalition-s.org/


Funder and Open 
Access – Plan S

Under Plan S, some European 
countries would publish more than 
40% of their output as OA. This 
could reach 50% where the 
national funder is also a Plan S 
supporter. About 19% of European 
international collaborative papers 
are supported by Plan S funders 
and therefore involve non-Plan S 
researchers. 

The USA is (in absolute terms) the 
second largest producer of papers 
that acknowledge Plan S funding 
and a high proportion of some 
institutions’ output is Plan S 
supported. But the USA 
government has yet to endorse the 
plan
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Open Access in 
Funded Research 

Funders are actively involved in 
the field of Open Access which is
reflect in their funding programs
and the OA publications increase.

For 1294 Top Funding Agencies 
average level of OA documents in 
last 10 years is 46.43% which is 5% 
higher than for total publications. 
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Funder Open Access 
requirements

A lot of funders are stipulating 
that any publications are made 
Open Access. Some need DOAJ, 
some Green, others any type.

Monitoring compliance and 
reporting back to the funder may 
be crucial to securing future 
awards.

Here five of the funders are 
analysed and non-compliant 
publications are traced back to 
the awarded grants.
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REF2021 Units of 
Assessment Open 
Access analysis 
As there is an Open Access 
element to the REF2021 
submission, which will probably 
be even greater in the next cycle, 
it is important to know which 
UoAs are likely to be an issue.

Here an organisation’s output in 
each of the UoA is measured for 
Open Access content.
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Finding OA journals
for manuscript
submission

Manuscript Matcher helps you 
find the most related journals for 
your manuscript. It works best 
when your title has at least 10 
words and your abstract has at 
least 100 words. Using this 
information, it will pull the most 
relevant keywords for matching.

Results can also be refined on 
Open Access Journal status. 
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Example Use Case

Open Access usually involves 
APC fees. 

Using the “Corresponding
Author Position” in InCites, you 
can identify the publications 
that might have incurred fees.

Exporting these to Web of 
Science  will enable the 
number of publications in each 
journal to be established.
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Example Use Case

Using Analyze Results in Web of 
Science, the journals and number 
of documents in them can be 
established (either from the 
visualization or the table).

Looking at the “Open Access 
Information” panel for each 
journal in the Master Journal List, 
provides the APC fees.

The Analyze Results table could be 
exported, to enable calculations 
on the data.



Data Management
Plan - DMP

Many funding agencies require a 
DMP with every funding request. 
Each agency or directorate creates 
its own set of policies for data 
management.

Open Repositories can be used at 
the end of your project to share 
and preserve your data.

Data Citation Index on Web of 
Science offers access to more than
400 open repositories which can be 
used in your DMP
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Can we help you? Some examples that might be relevant:

▪ Trend analysis for all types of Open Access

▪ Funder Open Access conformity monitoring

▪ Publisher APC fees analysis

▪ REF2021 Units of Assessment Open Access check

▪ Performance of Open Access vs Subscription 
publication output

▪ Benchmarking Open Access output against other 
organisations

If you subscribe to our 
tools, we can show you 
how to achieve what you 
need.

If you don’t, our 
Professional Services 
team can work with you 
to produce specific 
reports. 

These could be produced 
on a single occasion, or be 
a regular occurrence.



Blog article on Open Access in Funding here

Open Access in DACH region article here

ISI Reports here

Web of Science Learning

Master Journal List
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Useful, additional resources

https://clarivate.com/blog/plan-s-assessed-new-isi-global-research-report-offers-data-driven-analysis-of-open-access-initiative/
https://clarivate.com/blog/were-supporting-open-access-in-the-dach-region-heres-how/
https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/solutions/isi-reports/
https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/support/home/
http://../mjl.clarivate.com
https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/campaigns/plan-s-footprint/
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